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ABSTRACT

Shrinking device sizes and increasingly complex designs have created multimillion transistor systems running with multiple asynchronous clocks with frequencies as high as multiple gigahertz. SoC (System on Chip) systems have multiple interfaces, some using standards with very different clock frequencies or even asynchronous. Several modern serial interfaces are inherently asynchronous from the rest of the chip or interfaced to a variety of external busses ticking at different frequencies or different asynchronous protocols GALS (globally asynchronous, locally synchronous) systems. There is also a trend toward designing major sub-blocks of SoCs to run on independent clocks to ease the problem of clock skew across large chips besides the gain of area, power and design time. Synchronization is needed for crossing clock domain or passing asynchronous events to synchronous domain, for that we use a synchronizer. The basic synchronizer consumes high throughput and latency; many academic researches have been done in order to investigate and invent new synchronization methodologies, our research is one among these, which investigates a parallel out-of-order synchronizer for packed data (data bus, group of bits) synchronization. The main idea is to synchronize each coming data synchronization request in different basic synchronizer; the data will be committed to the synchronous domain at the same order of its coming. A full specification, design, and simulation of the proposed synchronizer are presented. We compare and contrast our implementation with existing synchronous versions, the FIFO synchronizer and the basic brute-force two flops synchronizer.
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1. Introduction

Designers of digital systems are constantly confronted with the problem of synchronizing two systems that operate at different frequencies. The problem is usually resolved by synchronizing one of the signals with the local clock generator using a flip-flop. But such a solution, of necessity, leads to a violation of the operating conditions for the flip-flops, in these cases, the setup time and hold time are not maintained. Therefore, a flip-flop can go into a metastable state, endangering the operability of the circuit and, thereby, the reliability of the whole system.

Synchronization is a challenging topic that has been investigated intensively: large VLSI chips tend to employ asynchronous intermodule timing due to two principal reasons. First, it is sometimes more economical (in terms of area, power and design time) to break a large synchronous chip (or section of a chip) into multi-synchronous modules, which use the same basic clock frequency but do not require the exact same phase of the clock. Multi-synchronous timing can be based on thrifty clock distribution networks, which avoid the heavy area and power penalty of assuring minimal skew across a large chip. Second, interfacing the chip to a variety of external busses ticking at different frequencies imposes a requirement for the chip to contain multiple unrelated clock domains. Both types of multiple-clock domain chips are sometimes termed GALS (globally asynchronous, locally synchronous) systems.

A clock domain is defined as that part of the design driven by either a single clock or clocks that have constant phase relationships. A clock and its inverted clock or its derived divide-by-two clocks are considered a clock domain (synchronous). Conversely, domains that have clocks with variable phase and time relationships are considered different clock domains.

In synchronous design, the master clock acts as a timing reference signal for all basic modules of the design. A well-designed global clock distribution network, with additional circuitry for keeping clock skew under reasonable limits is required to make sure that local clock signals reaching different computational blocks are synchronized. However, due to the increasing number of transistors and complexity of today's designs, a continuous reduction in clock skew is possible only by careful design and simultaneous consideration of global interconnect delay increase.

In recent years, the GALS approach has been explored to tackle this problem. Such a solution eliminates the requirement of a global reference clock signal by assuming that the system is comprised of several synchronous blocks communicating asynchronously.

Two separate clock domains are 'mesochronous' if they are clocked at the same frequency but at a fixed relative phase difference. If the phase difference drifts over time, they are called 'multi-synchronous'. If the clock frequencies are close but different, they are 'plesiochronous'. Periodic signals have arbitrary frequencies but the phase difference is periodic. This information can be used to predict which signal events occur during the unsafe portion of the clock.

Asynchronous signal is not periodic, which means that the signal events may occur at arbitrary time, this compels full brute-force (two flops) synchronizer. In multi-synchronous GALS systems, all modules receive the same clock frequency. The design of inter-module communications can take advantage of that
fact and employ mesochronous synchronizers for higher bandwidth than possible with the more general two-flop synchronizers.

However, relative clock phases drift over time (typically due to intra-die temperature and voltage temporal variations) thus requiring adaptive multisynchronous synchronizers that either periodically or continuously adapts to the varying phase differences. Similar conditions often arise among separate chips on a board, where the chips are clocked by the same system clock. The analysis of synchronizers for on-chip cross-clock domain communications is quite difficult. Circuit simulations of synchronizers only provide a partial characterization. Typical logic validation tools are totally ignorant of synchronization failures. Postproduction testing also provides very little help. The only useful metric proposed in the literature is that of MTBF, which is only indirectly driven out of approximately defined parameters.
2. Theoretical background

2.1. Synchronization

2.1.1. Overview

Large systems on chip (SoC) typically contain multiple clock domains. Inter-domain communications require data synchronization, which must avoid metastability while typically facilitating low latency, high bandwidth, and low power safe transfer. The synchronizer must also prevent missing any data or reading the same data more than once. Communicating clock domains can be classified according to the relative phase and frequency of their respective clocks.

Heterochronous or periodic domains operate at nominally different frequencies, plesiochronous domains have very similar clock frequencies, multi-synchronous domains have the same clock frequency but a slowly drifting relative phase, and mesochronous domains have exactly the same frequency.

The simplest solution for inter-domain data transfer is the two-flip-flop synchronizer. The main problem with that synchronizer is its long latency (1-2 cycles): Typically, a complete transfer incurs waiting about one to two clock cycles at each end. Although it is a very robust solution, it is sometimes misused or even abused in an attempt to reduce its latency.

Another commonly used synchronizer is based on dual-clock FIFO. In certain situations, especially when a complete data packet of a pre-defined size must be transferred, this may be an optimal solution.

Another advantage is that synchronization is safely contained inside the FIFO, relieving designers of the communicating domains of this delicate design task.

The main drawback of FIFOs is their one-to-two cycle latency that is incurred when the FIFO is either full or empty, and that scenario is highly typical with periodic clock domains where the clock frequencies are different.

Mesochronous synchronizer is a rational clocking synchronizer for a special case of periodic domains in which the two clocks are related by the ratio of two small integers.

Another synchronizer for a limited cases of periodic the plesiochronous synchronizer. It incorporates an exclusion detection controlling a multiplexer that selects either the data or a delayed version of it. While having a low latency and a “duplicate and miss” algorithm for the plesiochronous case, it is inapplicable to periodic domains.

![Figure 1: synchronization](image)
2.1.2. **Classification of signal-clock synchronization**

**Synchronous**
Signal has the same frequency and phase as the clock.
It is safe to sample the signal directly with the clock (synchronizer is not needed)

**Mesochronous**
Signal has the same frequency as the clock but is potentially out of phase, with a phase difference $\phi_c$.
It is safe to sample the signal if the clock or signal is delayed by a constant amount.

**Plesiochronous**
Signal and clock have nearly the same frequency, and hence the phase difference varies slowly.
It is safe to sample the signal if the clock or signal is delayed by a variable amount.

**Periodic**
Signal and clock have arbitrary frequencies but the phase difference is periodic.
This information can be used to predict which signal events occur during the unsafe portion of the clock, i.e., close to the sampling edge of the clock.

**Asynchronous**
Signal is not periodic, which means that the signal events may occur at arbitrary times.
Full brute-force synchronizer is needed!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesochronous</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plesiochronous</td>
<td>Small Difference</td>
<td>Slowly Varying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Periodic Variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Arbitrary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Classification of Signal-Clock Synchronization**
2.2. Metastability

What is metastability?
Metastability in digital systems occurs when two asynchronous signals combine in such a way that their resulting output goes to an indeterminate state. A common example is the case of data violating the setup and hold specifications of a latch or a flip-flop.

In a synchronous system, the data always has a fixed relationship with respect to the clock. When that relationship obeys the setup and hold requirements for the device, the output goes to a valid state within its specified propagation delay time. However, in an asynchronous system, the relationship between data and clock is not fixed; therefore, occasional violations of setup and hold times can occur. When this happens, the output may go to an intermediate level between its two valid states and remain there for an indefinite amount of time before resolving itself or it may simply be delayed before making a normal transition. In either case, a metastable event has occurred.

Metastable events can occur in a system without causing a problem, so it is necessary to define what constitutes a failure before attempting to calculate a failure rate. For a simple D Flip-Flop, as shown in Figure 2, valid data must be present on the input for a specified period of time before the clock signal arrives (setup time) and must remain valid for a specified period of time after the clock transition (hold time) to assure that the output functions predictably (see figure 3). This leaves a small window of time with respect to the clock (t0) during which the data is not allowed to change. If a data edge occurs within this aperture, the output may go to an intermediate level and remain there for an indefinite amount of time before resolving itself either high or low, as illustrated in Figure 2. This metastable event can cause a failure only if the output has not resolved itself by the time that it must be valid for use (for example, as an input to another stage); therefore, the amount of resolve time allowed a device plays a large role in calculating its failure rate.

![Figure 2: Output at Intermediate Level Due to Data Edge Within t0 Aperture](image)

When ever there is setup and hold time violations in any flip-flop, Flip-flop enters a state, where its output is unpredictable, this state is know as metastable state (quasi stable state), at the end of metastable state, Flip-Flop settles down to either '1' or '0'. This whole process is known as metastability. In figure 3 below Tsu is setup time and Th is hold time. When ever the input
signal D does not meet the Tsu and Th of the given D Flip-Flop, metastability occurs.

![Figure 3: D Flip-Flop timing Scheme](image)

When Flip-Flop is in metastable state, the output of the flip-flop oscillate between '0' and '1' as shown in figure 4 below (here the flip-flop output settles down to '0'). How long it takes to settle down, is depending on the technology of the flip-flop.

![Figure 4: Output of Flip-Flop oscillation at metastable state](image)

If we look deep inside the flip-flop we see that, the quasi-stable state is reached when a flip-flop's setup and hold times are violated. Assuming the use of a positive edge triggered "D" type flip-flop, when the rising edge of the flip-flop's clock occurs at a point in time when the D input to the flip-flop is causing its master latch to transition, the flip-flop is highly likely to end up in a quasi-stable state. This rising clock causes the master latch to try to capture its current value while the slave latch is opened allowing the Q output to follow the "latched" value of the master. The more perfectly "caught" quasi-stable state (on the very top of the hill, figure 5) results in the longest time required for the flip-flop to resolve itself to one of the more stable states.
**Figure 5: Quasi-Stable state on the top of the hill**

**How long does it stay in this state?**

The relative stability of states shown in Figure 5 shows that the logic 0 and logic 1 states (being at the base of the hill) are much more stable than the somewhat stable state at the top of the hill. In theory, a flip-flop in this quasi-stable hilltop state could remain there indefinitely but in reality it won’t. Just as the slightest air current would eventually cause a ball on the illustrated hill to roll down one side or the other, thermal and induced noise will jostle the state of the flip-flop causing it to move from the quasi-stable state into either the logic 0 or logic 1 state.

**What are the cases, when metastability occurs?**

As we have seen, when ever setup or hold time violation occurs, metastability occurs, so when does this signal violate this timing requirement?

- The input signal is an asynchronous signal
- The clock skew (rise time and fall time) is more than the tolerable values.
- Interfacing two domains operating at two different frequency or same frequency but different phase.
- The combinational delay is such way that, data input of flip-flop changes in the required window (setup+hold window)
2.3. Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF)

What is MTBF?
MTBF is Mean time between failures, what does that mean?
MTBF gives us information on how often a particular flip-flop will fail, in
other words, it gives the time interval between two successive failures.
Figure 6 below shows a typical MTBF of a flip-flop and also it gives the
MTBF equation.
The probability of a metastable state persisting longer than a time \( t_r \) decreases
exponentially as \( t_r \) increases. This relationship can be characterized by
equation 2.1:

\[
(2.1) \quad f(r) = e^{(-t_r/\tau)}
\]

Where the function \( f(r) \) is the probability of non-resolution, as a function of
resolve time allowed \( t_r \) and circuit time constant \( \tau \).

For a single-stage synchronizer with a given clock frequency and an
asynchronous data edge that has a uniform probability density within the clock
period, the rate of generation of metastable events can be calculated by taking
the ratio of the setup and hold time window previously described to the time
between clock edges and multiplying by the data edge frequency. This
generation rate of metastable events coupled with the probability of non-
resolution of an event as a function of the time allowed for resolution gives the
failure rate for that set of conditions. The inverse of the failure rate is the mean
time between failures (MTBF) of the device and is calculated with the formula
shown in equation 2.2:

\[
(2.2) \quad \frac{1}{\text{failure rate}} = \text{MTFBR} = \frac{e^{(t_r/\tau)}}{t_0 f_c f_d}
\]

Where:
- \( t_r \) = resolve time allowed in excess of the normal propagation
delay time of the device
- \( \tau \) = metastability time constant for a flip-flop
- \( t_0 \) = a constant related to the width of the time window or aperture
  wherein a data edge triggers a metastable event
- \( f_c \) = clock frequency
- \( f_d \) = asynchronous data edge frequency

The parameters \( t_0 \) and \( \tau \) are constants that are related to the electrical
characteristics of the device in question. The simplest way to determine their
values is to measure the failure rate of the device under specified conditions
and solve for them directly. If the failure rate of a device is measured at
different resolve times and plotted, the result is an exponentially decaying
curve. When plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale, this becomes a straight line
the slope of which is equal to \( \tau \) therefore, two data points on the line are
sufficient to calculate the value of \( \tau \) using equation 2.3:
\[ \tau = \frac{t_{r_2} - t_{r_1}}{\ln(N_1 - N_2)} \]

Where:
- \( t_{r_1} \) = resolve time 1
- \( t_{r_2} \) = resolve time 2
- \( N_1 \) = number of failures relative to \( t_{r_1} \)
- \( N_2 \) = number of failures relative to \( t_{r_2} \)

After determining the value for \( \tau \), \( t_0 \) may be solved for directly. The formula for calculating the MTBF of a two-stage synchronizer, equation 2.4, is merely an extension of equation 2.2:

\[ MTBF_2 = \frac{e^{(t_{r_1}/\tau)}}{t_0 f_c f_d} \times e^{(t_{r_2}/\tau)} \]

Where:
- \( t_{r_1} \) = resolve time allowed for the first stage of the synchronizer
- \( t_{r_2} \) = resolve time allowed in excess of the normal propagation delay
- \( f_c \), \( f_d \), \( t \), and \( t_0 \) are as previously defined, with \( t \) and \( t_0 \) assumed to be the same for both stages.

The first term calculates the MTBF of the first stage of the synchronizer, which in effect becomes the generation rate of metastable events for the next stage. The second term then calculates the probability that the metastable event will be resolved based on the value of \( t_{r_2} \), the resolve time allowed external to the synchronizer. The product of the two terms gives the overall MTBF for the two-stage synchronizer.

Figure 6: Typical MTBF of a flip-flop
How do I avoid metastability?
In reality, one cannot avoid metastability and increase clock-to-Q delays in synchronizing asynchronous inputs without the use of tricky self-timed circuits. So a more appropriate question might be "How do you tolerate metastability?"

In the simplest case, designers can tolerate metastability by making sure the clock period is long enough to allow for the resolution of quasi-stable states as well as whatever logic may be in the path to the next flip-flop. This approach, while simple, is rarely practical given the performance requirements of most modern designs.

The most common way to tolerate metastability is to add one or more successive synchronizing flip-flops to the synchronizer. This approach allows for an entire clock period (except for the setup time of the second flip-flop) for metastable events in the first synchronizing flip-flop to resolve themselves.

This does, however, increase the latency in the synchronous logic's observation of input changes.

Neither of these approaches can guarantee that metastability cannot pass through the synchronizer; they simply reduce the probability to practical levels.

In quantitative terms, if the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) of a particular flip-flop in the context of a given clock rate and input transition rate is 33.33 seconds then the MTBF of two such flip-flops used to synchronize the input would be $(33.33 \times 33.33) = 18.514$ Minutes. Well I have taken a worst flip-flop ever designed in history of man kind. Figure 7 below shows a how to connect two flip-flops in series to achieve this and also the resultant MTBF.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 7: Two flip-flops in serial**

Normally:
- We can use a metastable hardened flip-flop
- Cascade two or three D-Flip-Flops (two or three stage synchronizer).
2.4. Brute-Force (Waiting) Two flops synchronizer

2.4.1. Overview

The second flip-flop receives the output signal of the first stage one clock period later and can go into a metastable state only if its input conditions are also violated. That is, the output of the first flip-flop is still metastable during its setup and hold time.

At Figure 7, the Brute-Force synchronizes the asynchronous input A to the clock Clk. First flip-flop FF1 samples A (may go into a metastable state, depending on the timing of A and Clk) then we await the possible metastable state to end for a waiting period tw. Usually the waiting time is one clock cycle, which means that the output of FF1 is sampled by the second flip-flop FF2 to generate the final synchronized signal AS. In general, to implement an N-cycle waiting period, we need N cascaded flip-flops in addition to the sampling flip-flop FF1; Total synchronization latency is N+1 clock cycles.

![Figure 8: Brute-Force (Waiting) Tow flops synchronizer](image)

2.4.2. “Push” Synchronizer

A “push” synchronizer is shown in Figure 9, but the principles apply also to pull, push-pull, and control-only synchronizers.

![Figure 9: A push synchronizer](image)

Bundled data is employed. The “synchronizer” actually comprises two synchronization circuits that envelope the data lines, implementing a complete handshake protocol. The Request (R) and Acknowledge (A) lines are synchronized by the receiver and sender, respectively.
The two synchronizers connect two simple finite state machines that implement the required protocol. A fourphase protocol is specified by means of a generalized STG in Figure 10, where “DD” means that the data is available (at the sender), “UU” means that it may be removed, and “LL” means data latched by the receiver. (A two-phase protocol may also be employed; the circuits are a bit more complex, and this is typically used in order to minimize latency on long lines.) The complete logic and FSM are shown in Figure 11. A send request (V, true for a single cycle) latches data into REGs and starts the sender’s FSM. The synchronized request (R2) latches the data into REGR and triggers the receiver’s FSM. The receiver is given a single-cycle “data received” (D) signal. The protocol is sometimes modified so that A is set as soon as the received data are latched, but removed only after the receiver has had an opportunity to use the data.

Figure 10: Four-phase handshake push synchronization protocol STG

Figure 11: Push synchronizer logic and protocol FSM
2.4.3. Brute-Force Synchronization Failure

If the first flip-flop FF1 is still in a metastable state after the one-cycle waiting period (figure 12), flip-flop FF2 samples a metastable state, in general, the probability of synchronization failure can be calculated as follows:

\[ P(\text{failure}) = P(\text{enter metastable state}) \cdot P(\text{still in metastable after } t_w) \quad \text{or} \quad P_{f} = P_{p} \cdot P_{s} \]

![Figure 12: Synchronization failure, still in metastable state](image)

Flip-flop can enter a metastable state, when its data input D changes the state during the aperture time or sampling window of the flip-flop. Probability of an input transition to occur during the sampling window is computed by dividing the aperture time \( t_a \) by the clock period \( t_{cy} \) (figure 13).

\[ P_{E} = \frac{t_a}{t_{cy}} = t_a f_{clk} \]

![Figure 13: aperture time \( t_a \), clock period \( t_{cy} \)](image)

Flip-flop is still in the metastable state after the waiting period \( t_w \), if the initial voltage difference \( \Delta V_s \) was too small to be exponentially amplified to the full value 1 during the waiting period. Hence, the final value \( \Delta V_f \) is smaller than 1. Probability of this to happen is defined to be the ratio of such a small initial difference \( \Delta V_s \) to the corresponding final value \( \Delta V_f \) (figure 14).
(2.7) \[ \Delta V_F = \Delta V_S \cdot e^{t_w / \tau_S}, \quad P_S = \frac{\Delta V_S}{\Delta V_F} = e^{t_w / \tau_S} \]

Figure 14: initial voltage difference \( \Delta V_S \), and final voltage difference \( \Delta V_F \)

Synchronization failure probability \( P_F \) is the product of the probabilities of entering and staying in the metastable state \( P_E \) and \( P_S \).

Potentially, every event at the flip-flop data input D can cause a synchronization failure with the probability \( P_F \).

The synchronization failure frequency (synchronization error rate) \( f_F \) is calculated by multiplying the failure probability \( P_F \) by the event frequency \( f_{D} \).

(2.8) \[ P_F = P_E P_S = t_a f_{\text{clk}} e^{-t_w / \tau_S}, \quad f_F = f_D P_F = t_a f_{\text{D}} f_{\text{clk}} e^{-t_w / \tau_S} \]
2.4.4. Two Synchronizer Calculation Examples

Example 1:
- Assume that a 1 MHz data signal (fD) is sampled with a 100 MHz clock signal (fClk)
- Aperture time ta and the regeneration time constant ts of the sampling flip-flop are both 200 ps.
- Waiting period tw is one clock cycle (we have the second flip-flop):
  \( tw = 1/fClk = 10 \text{ ns} \)
- We get:
  \[ PE = 0.02 \]
  \[ PS = 1.94 \cdot 10^{-22} \]
  \[ PF = 3.88 \cdot 10^{-24} \]
  \[ fF = 3.88 \cdot 10^{-18} \text{ Hz} \]
  \[ MTBF = \frac{1}{fF} = 2.58 \cdot 10^{17} \text{ s} \]
  \[ = 8.2 \cdot 10^{9} \text{ years} \]
  ("Mean Time Between Failures")

Example 2:
- Assume that a 10 MHz data signal (fD) is sampled with a 500 MHz clock signal (fClk)
- Aperture time ta and the regeneration time constant ts of the sampling flip-flop are both 100 ps
- Waiting period tw is one clock cycle (we have the second flip-flop):
  \( tw = 1/fClk = 2 \text{ ns} \)
- We get:
  \[ PE = 0.05 \]
  \[ PS = 2.07 \cdot 10^{-9} \]
  \[ PF = 1.04 \cdot 10^{-10} \]
  \[ fF = 1.04 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ Hz} \]
  \[ MTBF = \frac{1}{fF} = 961 \text{ s} \]
  \[ = 16 \text{ min} !! \]
2.5. FIFO synchronizer

2.5.1. Overview

FIFO synchronizer is built usually from three sampling flip-flops per data bit (3-place FIFO buffer). FIFO buffer is filled using the transmitter clock xclk and the associated counter which provides the transmit pointer xp. FIFO buffer is emptied using the receiver clock rclk and the associated counter which provides the receive pointer rp. Receive pointer follows the transmit pointer one step behind, i.e., when xp is 0,1,2, rp is 2,0,1, respectively.

Each flip-flop output x0, x1, or x2 is updated on every 3rd clock cycle and passed to the MUX output xs as a clock-cycle-wide sample during each 3-cycle round, this gives a clock-cycle-wide timing margin on both sides of each sample.

The 3-place FIFO synchronizer provides a stable and correct output as long as the phase difference between xclk and rclk is between – tc and tc.

Figure 15: FIFO synchronizer scheme
2.5.2. Plesiochronous FIFO Synchronizer

Data is inserted into the FIFO buffer with the transmitter clock xclk. Data is removed from the FIFO buffer with the receiver clock rclk. Receive pointer rp is periodically updated by synchronizing the transmit pointer xp to the receiver clock rclk, rp is replaced with the previous xp whenever the control signal resync is high.

rp is incremented normally whenever resync is low.

resync signal is driven by a controller which is designed to activate a resynchronization cycle whenever the phase difference between xclk and rclk wraps.

These updating events keep the counters in a correct phase, but lead to data dropping or replication.

Figure 16: Plesiochronous FIFO synchronizer scheme
2.5.3. Flow Control
- Whenever the phase difference between the transmitter clock \( xclk \) and the receiver clock \( rcclk \) wraps, the transmitter
  - overruns the receiver, if \( xclk \) has a higher frequency than \( rcclk \)
    - a data symbol is dropped (lost)
  - underruns the receiver, if \( xclk \) has a lower frequency than \( rcclk \)
    - a data symbol is replicated
- Data-rate mismatch problem is handled by inserting null into the data stream
  - extra signal — a presence bit
  - reserved bit pattern
- If the receiver is overrun, the resynchronization event is performed only when a null symbol is received
  - a null symbol is dropped, not a data symbol
- If the receiver is underrun, it inserts a null symbol instead of duplicating a data symbol after the resynchronization event
- In the open-loop flow control, the transmitter inserts nulls in the data stream with a frequency high enough to meet the maximum update latency constraint on the receiver
  - rate of actual data symbols in the stream should be less than the clock frequency of the receiver
- In the closed-loop flow control, the receiver requests a null symbol from the transmitter when it is about to be overrun

2.5.4. General Purpose Asynchronous FIFO Synchronizer

Data is inserted into the FIFO buffer with the transmitter clock \( xclk \) keeping the control signal \( shiftIn \) high.
Data is removed from the FIFO buffer with the receiver clock \( rcclk \) keeping the control signal \( shiftOut \) high.
No actual synchronization delay or failures in the data path.
- Provides inherent flow control via the full and empty signals
  - when the FIFO is about to be overrun, full is asserted, and the transmitter pauses its data sending process by setting \( shiftIn \) low
  - when the FIFO is about to be underrun, empty is asserted, and the receiver pauses reading by setting \( shiftOut \) low

![Figure 17: General Purpose Asynchronous FIFO Synchronizer](image-url)
3. Out-of-Order synchronizer

3.1. Overview

The Out-of-Order synchronizer synchronizes each user's request separately, independent on the previous request. The main issue is that each request is routed to an individual slot, this is done in serial, i.e. each request is gated (AND) with an internal enable, which enables the current slot and generates the internal requests. At the next request cycle, the next slot (cyclic counting) will be enabled. Each internal request (at each slot accordingly) will trigger the input data, and send the request as a "data valid" signal to the Out-of-Order unit, which is responsible of the serial commitment of the data. When the data is committed by the Out-of-Order, the input may be changed at the same slot; therefore we send a "data written" signal back to the asynchronous controller, which translated it an acknowledgment to the user. The Out-of-Order unit commits the data depending on one-hot cyclic counter which controls the data mux and enabled by the "data valid".

Request path flow
- A request comes from a user
- For each slot the request input is gated, only one controller is enabled, which will get the request.
- The asynchronous controller translated the request, to an internal system requests.
- The internal system request enables the data latch.
- The internal system request enters the synchronizer in order to be synchronized to the system clock; then it translated as a "data valid" signal.
- A "data valid" signal enables the Out-of-Order counter.

Acknowledgement path flow
- Starts from "data written" signal, which indicated that the data was written into the Out-of-Order.
- Enters the asynchronous controller and translated to a user acknowledge.
- Each acknowledge form any slot will be translated as a user acknowledge.

Data path flow:
- The data starts from the data latch which is enabled by the internal request signal.
- The stored data muxed by the Out-of-Order mux, which is controlled by the Out-of-order counter.
- Exits from the mux as the system's output.
Figure 18: Out-Of-Order asynchronous synchronizer
3.2. RTL and circuit design

3.2.1. Definitions package (refer to def.vhd):

3.2.1.1. Functional description:

Contains all the common definition, constants, data types, function
of the whole system.

3.2.1.2. RTL description:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brief description (Figure 19)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBW</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>Data bus width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLN</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>Slots number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFN</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>N-flops sync (Brute-Force)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHS</td>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>One phase time duration (1/2 cycle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSD</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>Reset duration, in clock phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRQ</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>Start requests after SRQ clock phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1R0</td>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>Users delay from acknowledge rise to request fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0R1</td>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>Users delay from acknowledge fall to request rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSS</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Logical '0'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCC</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Logical '1'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: “DEF” Constants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>equals to type</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DataBus</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (DBW-1 DOWNT0 0)</td>
<td>Data bus vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataBusArray</td>
<td>ARRAY (NATURAL RANGE &lt;=) OF DataBus</td>
<td>Data bus vectors array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SlotBus</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (SN-1 DOWNT0 0)</td>
<td>Slot bus vector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: “DEF” Data types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Arguments</th>
<th>Returns</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inc_cnt</td>
<td>inp_cnt: SlotBus</td>
<td>SlotBus</td>
<td>Increase the cyclic counter value, equal to shift left operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt2int</td>
<td>inp_cnt: SlotBus</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>One-hot value to integer convert, equal to the leading 1 index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrSlot</td>
<td>inp_slt: SlotBus</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Logical or among all vector's bits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: “DEF” Functions
Figure 19: Wave form for important interface signals and timing constants
3.2.2. Asynchronous Controller (ac0.vhd/aci.vhd):

3.2.2.1. Functional description:

This is an asynchronous block designed with Petriy, refer to the theoretical section in order to see the asynchronous design using petrify flow.

This block takes user's request (RqO), Acknowledge (AcI) and trigger from previous controller (Prv) as inputs, and produce output request (RqI), Acknowledge (AcO), trigger to the next controller (Nxt), and Request enable (REn) as outputs.

The controller makes four handshakes, with its user's input and its output (OOO), with the previous controller and the subsequent controller.

When the user send request (RqO) to the controller, that means that the input data is ready, the controller sends request to the ooo (RqI), via the n-flops synchronizer) and the rising of that request triggers the flip-flop on the data, which means that the data is locked for the ooo use.

The controller send acknowledge to the user (AcO) to inform him that the data may be changed. When the ooo finished with the data, is sends (wrt) signal to the controller which translated as acknowledge (AcI), and the controller May proceed with the next shaking cycle.

Each controller is triggered by the falling of (Prv) input. When a controller is triggered, it rises (Nxt), when it finishes, it falls (Nxt), and thus the (Prv) input of the next controller is triggered. It doesn't need any acknowledgement from the next controller because it will keep the input until it take control again, then it will rise (Nxt) signal, thus we have full control cycle (among all the controllers), we assume that this time is enough for the controllers to get the inputs, so we need no acknowledgment.

When the current controller is triggered by it's (Prv) input from the previous control it rises (REn), request enable input which permits outer requests (RqO) to enter the controller.
Figure 20: “AC0/ACT” – Asynchronous Controllers STG
Interface Protocols:

- Handshaking with outer user:
  regular 4-phase handshaking, user sends request (RqO) which indicated ready data at input and waits to the rise of acknowledge (AcI), means that the data is latched and may be changed, then the user falls (RqO) and waits to (AcO) fall.

![Figure 21: 4-phase handshaking with outer interface user waveform/simulation](image1)

- Cyclic triggers:
  When the controller starts to work it send Nxt+ for the subsequent controller, when it finished, it sends Nxt-. Each controller waits to the subsequent signals Prv+ then Prv- in order to take control. It doesn't need any acknowledgement from the next controller because it will keep the input until it take control again, then it will rise (Nxt) signal, thus we have full control cycle (among all the controllers), we assume that this time is enough for the controllers to get the inputs, so we need no acknowledgment.

![Figure 22: Cyclic trigger protocol waveform/simulation](image2)
- **Gating requests:**
  When the current controller is triggered by its (Prv) input from the previous control it rises (REN), request enable input which permits outer requests (RqO) to enter the controller.

![Figure 23: (REN), gating requests signal, with (Prv) and (RqO) waveform/simulation](image)

- **Latching data:**
  the controller rises (Lod) signal to enable the latch, (Din) is an input to the controller which equals to Lod after "delay (d_buf)" and means that the data is inside, the "delay" is a time period needed to latch the data.
  the protocol is 4-phase, thus when (Din) goes high, (Lod) drives '0', and wait to the fall of (Din)

![Figure 24: latching signals waveform/simulation](image)

- **Handshaking with inner ooo unit:**
  The asynchronous controller drivers request (RqI) high to the ooo unit which says that the data is latched and may be used, this signal should be synchronized (we use n-flops synchronizer) since it goes from asynchronous domain to synchronous (ooo), when the ooo finished with the latched data, it sends acknowledge (AcI) high back to the controller, the protocol is 4 phase, so after we get (AcI) low, (RqI) goes low, synchronized, and (AcI) goes low.

![Figure 25: RqI/AcI 4-phase protocol/simulation](image)
Controller critical path:
the critical path of the asynchronous controller start when the controller takes control from the previous controller, when Prv falls, and ends when the current controller gives control to the next controller, when Nxt falls. It contains the data latching controls, because we must wait to the data latching before proceeding to the next data, besides the 4-phase handshaking with the user (interface), and the cyclic trigger of previous/next controller. At the following table, you may see each transition delay, it’s clear that the arc Din+→Lod- is the delay heavy consumer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>arc</th>
<th>Delay (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prv→Nxt+</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nxt+→REN+</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REn+→RqO+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RqO+→Lod+</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lod+→Din+</td>
<td>negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Din+→Lod-</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lod→Ac0+</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ac0+→RqO-</td>
<td>negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RqO-→REN-</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REn→Nxt-</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Critical Path delay by arcs

Could we improve the critical path more? From the STG point of view, it seems to be that we have the most optimized STG, at the beginning we tried handshaking 4-phase protocol to move control between controllers, but this consumes too much delay, so we moved to the new cyclic trigger as shown above, more ideas to boost the STG may arise, like parallelize Nxt+ and Ren+ (add Prv→REN+, delete Nxt+→REN+, add Nxt+→REN-).

Using faster technology than the one we have (0.35um) would make significant improve, we used “Petrify” to synthesize the asynchronous controllers, the circuit may be more optimized with better synthesizer or relative user constrains.

From table 5 above the arc Din+→Lod- is the heaviest delay consumer, so it’s worth to try improving this transition.

Figure 26: “AC0/AC1” – Asynchronous Controllers STG – critical path
Figure 27: “AC0” – critical transmissions on “AC0” - waveform/simulation

Figure 28: “ACI” – critical transmissions on “ACI” - waveform/simulation
3.2.2.2. RTL description:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rst</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>System global reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqO</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Request from Output (user/interface)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prv</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Trigger from previous controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Din</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>The data is latched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcI</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Acknowledge from Input (OOO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcO</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Acknowledge to Output (user/interface)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nxt</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Trigger to the next controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lod</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Load latch with data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rql</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Request to Input (OOO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REn</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Request enable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: "AC0/AC1" Interface signals

Internal signals:
Internal signals/mapping/states generated by petrify.

Components:
CSX_HRDLIB components, 0.35um library.

The architecture:
The RTL architecture of this block contains only the mapping of a library cells as they were generated by petrify by using –tm and –lib option for mapping library cells, Petrify generated a Verilog file with reset using the options –vl and –rstI. The Verilog file was translated to vhdl using y2vhdl script.
Please refer to the section which talks about using Petrify.

3.2.2.3. Circuit description:
No Special implementation, just the library cells. Please note the “set_dont_touch” attribute on those cells in at synthesizes in order to have the same design after synthesis (no hazards).
SDF “Standard Delay Format” file was generated “make_sdf” in order to have the controller delays modeled at simulation.
Please refer to the section which talks about synthesizes.
3.2.3. N flip-flops (nff.vhd):

3.2.3.1. Functional description:

Serial rising edge flip-flops with reset.
This block behaves as n-flops synchronizer, it’s the basic
synchronization unit at our design; you may read about its
synchronization function at the theoretical part.
It’s simply built out of serial flip-flops; each flip-flop adds one more
cycle of latency on the output.
We intend to synchronize the Request signal (RqO), with the system
global clock, in order to inform the ooo unit that the data is ready to
be read.

3.2.3.2. RTL description:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clk</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>System global clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rst</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>System global reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inp</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Input to serial flip-flops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otp</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Output from serial flip-flops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: “NFF” Interface signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fft</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (FFN-1 DOWNTO 0)</td>
<td>Temporal signal; holds the internal value of the serials ff’s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: “NFF” Internal Signals

The architecture:
The flip-flop is sensitive to rest and clock signals, so we put then at
its process sensitivity list.
On reset mode, each flip-flop gets zero as output (fft=0).
When the block exits the reset mode then it functions on each
rising edge clock, the first flip-flop of the chain gets the input, the
last flip-flop on the chain generates the output, and the other flip-
flops at the middle, each one get the output of it’s previous flip-flop
as inputs and drives the input of the next flip-flop on the chain.

3.2.3.3. Circuit description:

No special implementation, it’s implemented as a serial flip-flops
chain with shared clock and reset.

Figure 29: NFF – N Flip-Flops Synchronizer
3.2.4. Out Of Order (ooo.vhd):

3.2.4.1. Functional description:

The purpose of this unit is to re-arrange all the synchronized data; it's a synchronous unit, which have a clock input.

The design has one-hot cyclic counter (cnt) which points to the current data to commit (inp[cnt]), when that data is ready to commit, it is muxed out, and the counter is increased to point to the next data (slot), on the rising clock.

The data is ready to commit when the input to the current slot we are pointing at is valid, that's to say: cnt(slot)=1 and vdi(slot)=1, (vdi) indicated that the input data is valid at a specific slot.

The system gives also a feed-back to the inputs to indicate that the data has been written and you may change your data (wrt), this is equal the writing enable for each slot: cnt(slot)=1 and vdi(slot)=1.

The (ovd) output valid signal, indicates that the data on the output bus is valid, it sets up when cnt(slot)=1 and vdi(slot)=1 for any slot (OR on all the slots), it's also the same indicator for increasing the counter.

Each data is valid for a one cycle, it's sure that the data is stable due that cycle due to the synchronization operation which takes more than one cycle.

3.2.4.2. RTL description:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clk</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>System global clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rst</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>System global reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inp</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>DataBusArr(SLN-1 DOWNTO 0)</td>
<td>Input data to OOO, SLN-1 data busses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vdi</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>SlotBus</td>
<td>Valid input, for each slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrt</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>SlotBus</td>
<td>Written? Indicates that the data was written, for each slot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otp</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>DataBus</td>
<td>Output data to OOO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovd</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Output valid?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: “OOO” Interface signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cnt</td>
<td>SlotBus</td>
<td>One-hot cyclic counter, points to the current data to commit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrt</td>
<td>SlotBus</td>
<td>Internal wrt signal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: “OOO” Internal signals

The architecture:
At reset mode we set the counter to one, that's mean, its points to the first slot.

The sequential logic of this unit is the counter, it increases if we have (wrt(slot)=vdi(slot) and cnt(slot)) for any slot, that's mean the
current pointed slot is valid.
The combinatorial logic of this part includes the (wrt(sl))
generation, which indicates that the current slot valid data has been
written and the user may change the input data on that slot.
The combinatorial logic also contains the muxing of the input data,
it’s a pass-gates passed mux, which the control must be strongly
mutex, like the one-hot counter at our case.
We have (ovd) – output valid, if any slot has a valid data which has
been written out, in other words, any slot have (wrt) sat on,
therefore that signal is logically or for (wrt(sl)) for each slot.

3.2.4.3. Circuit description:
The one-hot cyclic counter is implemented from rising edge serial
cyclic flip-flops.
Only the first flip-flop have a “set” input, all the others have “reset”
inputs, thus the counter will be initialized to one.
Each clock, if the counter is enabled, the counter content is shifted
right cyclic, and this implements one-hot cyclic counter.
The counter output controls one big pass-gate based mux, the input
to that mux should be strongly mutex.
(wrt(sl)) is implemented for each slot with logical AND between
(vid(sl)), valid input, and the counting bit value for this slot.
The counter enable, and the (ovd), out valid, which have the same
logical value, are implemented with a logical OR among all the
(wrt(sl)) for each slot.

3.2.4.4. Bit-Slice implementation:
The above implementation is suitable for bit slices, but the first slice
will differ, because it has a flip-flop with set instead of reset at the
other flip-flops.
The wide SLN-1 inputs OR gate can be replaced with SLN-1 OR
gates, each with two inputs, which have serial connection one gate
output to the next gate input (serial), the first OR must be connected
to Zero on one of it’s inputs.
This implementation may be a delay consumer due to the serial OR
gates.
Figure 30: OOO – Out Of Order Unit
Figure 31: OOO – Out Of Order Unit – Bit-Slice Design
3.2.5. Synchronizer (syn.vhd)

3.2.5.1. Functional description:

Top hierarchy of our Out-of-Order Synchronizer, includes the above blocks as components (please see the components list below also).

3.2.5.2. RTL description:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clk</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>System global clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rst</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>System global reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>req</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Request, mean that user put data on input bus and requests to write it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ack</td>
<td>output</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Acknowledge; mean that the data has been written</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inp</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>DataBus</td>
<td>Input Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otp</td>
<td>output</td>
<td>DataBus</td>
<td>Output Bus, the synchronized data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovd</td>
<td>output</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Output valid? Indicates that the output is valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 11: “SYN” Interface signals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vdi</td>
<td>SlotBus</td>
<td>Internal valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ini</td>
<td>DataBusArr (SLN-1 DOWNTO 0)</td>
<td>Internal input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcI</td>
<td>SlotBus</td>
<td>Internal acknowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rqi</td>
<td>SlotBus</td>
<td>Internal request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrt</td>
<td>SlotBus</td>
<td>Indicates that the current slot has been written to the OOO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RqO</td>
<td>SlotBus</td>
<td>Request, output of act, triggers the data ff and enters the n-flops sync.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 12: “SYN” Internal signals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RRA</td>
<td>Round Request Acknowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC0</td>
<td>Asynchronous Controller 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACi</td>
<td>Asynchronous Controller i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCH</td>
<td>Latch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFF</td>
<td>n flip-flop synchronizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOO</td>
<td>Out-of-Order</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 13: “SYN” Components**
**The architecture:**
The system gets request from the user, and valid data in the input bus, request is enabled (AND gate) at each slot, only one slot enables the request and sends it to the suitable AC0/AC1 (Asynchronous Controller), the AC0/AC1 send request the OOO (Out-of-Order) via the n-flops synchronizer, and latches the data at the input latch, the OOO commits the suitable data and send Acknowledge back to the AC0/AC1 which send it back to the user.

**3.2.5.3. Circuit description:**
The circuit contains only mapping and connection to other components.

**3.2.5.4. Bit-Slice Implementation:**
This circuit may be implemented as bit-slice design, because each component may be implemented as bit-slice design.
We mentioned before how to implement OOO units as bit-slice design (the slice will be differ than the others).
The AC0/Sci, LCH and NFF appear once for each slice.
Figure 32: SYN – Synchronizer
3.2.6. Test-Bench (tbn.vhd):

3.2.6.1. Functional description:

A test-bench is a virtual user. It simulates the functionality of the user and checks the correctness of the results given the checked system depending on the inputs it delivers to the checked system. Our test-bench produced the clock and reset signals, depending on the user parameters. It also produced the request signals together with the input data; it waits to acknowledge form the user in order to make another request. When an “ovd – output valid” signal is detected it checks the output bus (of the synchronized data) and determined whether that results are correct.

3.2.6.2. RTL description:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clk</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>System global clock, initialized to '1'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rst</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>System global reset, initialized to '0'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Request, mean that test-bench put data on input bus and requests to write it, initialized to '0'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ack</td>
<td>output</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Acknowledge, mean that the data has been written</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inp</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>DataBus</td>
<td>Input bus generated by test-bench, initialized to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otp</td>
<td>output</td>
<td>DataBus</td>
<td>Output bus, enters test-bench in order to be checked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovd</td>
<td>output</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Output valid? Indicates that output bus is valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14: “TBN” Interface signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clki</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Internal clock, initialized to '0'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rsti</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Internal reset, initialized to '1'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpi</td>
<td>DataBus</td>
<td>Internal input bus, initialized to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ppot</td>
<td>DataBus</td>
<td>Previous output, temp. signal for checking output, initialized to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fpo</td>
<td>DataBus</td>
<td>Previous of previous output, temp. signal for checking output, initialized to -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cct</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>Clock counter, counts the clock phases, initialized to 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15: “TBN” Internal signals
**The architecture:**

Clock generation process:
The process runs in an infinite loop, every iteration it waits for PHS (one phase time) then it inverts the clock and increases the clock counter (cct).

Reset generation process:
The reset initialized with 1, that’s mean that the systems starts at reset mode.
After RSD (reset duration) clock phases, the reset goes 0, that’s mean the system exits the reset mode.

Input generation process:
The process runs in an infinite loop, the data initialized to zero, it starts the first request after SRQ (start request time) clock phases, then it waits for acknowledge rise.
When the acknowledge rises it waits for A1R0 then brings down the request (req <= '1' after A0R1). When the acknowledge gets down it increases the data by 1 and waits for A0R1 before rising the request again for the next iteration (req <= '0' after A1R0).

“Generate previous output” process:
This process produced the previous output “pot” and the previous of the previous of the previous output, in order to compare it with the current output.
It’s actually passes the output through two flip-flops, if the output is valid (ovd).

“Check output” process:
Here we check that the previous output “pot” equals to the previous of the previous output +1 “ppo+1” when “pot” changes (ASSERT (pot=(ppo+1)) report "Error in results").
Because the test-bench applies the system with sequence of serial numbers, it should get also the same sequence synchronized to the clock at the same order.

3.2.6.3. **Circuit description:**
This block is not synthesizable; it’s intended only for testing, not for implementation.
3.2.7. Checker (chk.vhd):

3.2.7.1. Functional description:

This block connects out design top hierarchy – TOP, with the test-bench – TBN.
For wave-form simulation we form the internal signals between the two blocks.

3.2.7.2. RTL description:

Interface signals:
No Interface signal, because we may sample the internal signals between the blocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clk</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>System global clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rst</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>System global reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>req</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Request, mean that user put data on input bus and requests to write it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ack</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Acknowledge; mean that the data has been written</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inp</td>
<td>DataBus</td>
<td>Input Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otp</td>
<td>DataBus</td>
<td>Output Bus, the synchronized data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovd</td>
<td>STD_LOGIC</td>
<td>Output valid? Indicates that the output is valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16: “CHK” Internal Signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYN</td>
<td>Synchronizer – our design top hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBN</td>
<td>Test-bench – designed to simulate the user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17: “CHK” Components

The architecture:
Only components mapping for connecting between the SYN and TBN.

Figure 33: CHK - Checker
3.3. Implementation

3.3.1. Platform

The system was designed, synthesized (synchronous and asynchronous), and simulated at Sun Solaris OS, at the VLSI systems research and laboratories EE, Technion.

Technology Process and cells library:
The circuits were implemented in 0.35 CSX CMOS technology at 3.3V.

3.3.2. Tools

3.3.2.1. Asynchronous Syntheses tools

Petrify
Petrify is a tool for synthesis of Petri nets and asynchronous controllers. Petrify reads a Petri net and generates another bisimilar Petri net which is simpler than the original description. Initially, petrify performs a token flow analysis of the initial Petri net and produces a transition system (TS). In the initial TS, all transitions with the same label are considered as one event. The TS is then transformed and transitions relabeled to fulfill the conditions required to obtain a Petri net. Petrify is able to obtain Petri nets with some specific properties: pure, free choice, unique choice, place irredundant, etc. The Petri nets accepted by petrify can also be interpreted as Signal Transition Graphs describing the behavior of asynchronous controllers. Petrify is able to solve the Complete State Coding problem and generate a speed-independent circuit. Petrify also includes another application called draw_astg to draw Signal Transition Graphs in several graphic formats.
Please refer to the appendix for the tool usage, or visit the following web site: http://www.lsi.upc.es/petrify/

draw_astg
draw_astg is a tool that draws a Petri net from a description is astg format (SIS compatible). It can generate descriptions in different formats: PostScript, MIF (FrameMaker graphics), HPGL (HP pen plotters), PCL (Laserjet printers, GIF (bitmap graphics) and DOT (graph format for dot). In case the input file describes a state graph or a Petri net with only 1-token state machine, draw_astg can depict a state graph (nodes and labeled arcs). draw_astg calls dot, a preprocessor designed at AT&T for drawing directed graphs.
Please refer to the appendix for the tool usage, or visit the following web site: http://www.lsi.upc.es/petrify/

write_sg
write_sg is a tool that writes a state graph from a description is the astg format used by petrify.
Please refer to the appendix for the tool usage, or visit the following web site: http://www.lsi.upc.es/petrify/
3.3.2.2. Synchronous design tools

**v2vhd**
A Perl script for converting VERILOG RTL code into VHDL, we need such that script because petrify output is VERILOG but the whole system RTL is designed with VHDL.

**vhdlan**
vhdlan is the command to compile the VHDL source program and generate the simulation-ready files .sim and others in the "work" directory. Analyze/compile means to translate VHDL source program into another representation that can be simulated and analyzed.

**da, Design Analyzer**
Synopsys Design Analyzer is a widely used Logic Synthesis and Optimization tool. Logic synthesis translates textual circuit descriptions like VERILOG or VHDL into gate-level representations.
Optimization minimizes the area of the synthesized design and improves the design’s performance.
The HDL description can be synthesized into a gate-level net-list composed of instances of the standard cells.
Actually we use the Design Analyzer for generating SDF (Standard delay Format) for the asynchronous controllers in order to simulate them afterward.
http://www.synopsys.com/products/logic/design_comp_ds.html

**Synopsys VirSim® VHDL Simulator**
VirSim® is the highest performance, highest capacity full-language VHDL simulator. It is the only VHDL simulator designed specifically to address the challenges of SoC verification. VirSim’s unique architecture combines cycle-based, performance-driven optimization techniques with the flexibility of event-driven simulation to deliver superior performance and capacity for complete system verification. Scirocco and VCS work together to provide the same high performance and high capacity for mixed-HDL simulation.
3.4. System Verification and Simulation

3.4.1. Verification

The system is not formally verified, but the current verification is satisfying to cover all the corners on the system. The system is fed with serial input data with request on each data change and waits for acknowledge from the system and before changing the data, the system assumed to produce the same serial data on the output. For that purpose a test-bench is used. A test-bench is a virtual user. It simulates the functionality of the user and checks the correctness of the results given the checked system depending on the inputs it delivers to the checked system.

Our test-bench produced the clock and reset signals, depending on the user parameters. It also produced the request signals together with the input data; it waits to acknowledge form the user in order to make another request. When an “ovd – output valid” signal is detected it checks the output bus (of the synchronized data) and determined whether that results are correct.

The special line:

```verilog
ASSERT (pot=(ppp+1)) report "Error in results";
```

will report "Error in results" when the output is wrong.

3.4.2. Simulation

The system was simulated Synopsys VirSim® VHDL Simulator. VerSim® is the graphical cockpit front-end to both the Scirocco® VHDL and VCS® Verilog HDL simulators. Input signals produced was a test-bench, that test-bench checks also the correctness of the output. Please refer to the previous section to see how the simulator is activated. The following are some screenshot from the system simulation.

![Figure 34: Clk @ 1.23GHZ (max freq)](image)

![Figure 35: Clk @ 100MHZ](image)

![Figure 36: Clk @ 10MHZ](image)
4. Results, conclusions and further work

In order to evaluate the performance of the OOO synchronizer design presented in this paper, the circuits were implemented in 0.35 CSX CMOS technology and simulated at 3.3V using Synopsys VirSim® VHDL Simulator. We have simulated the behavior of an OOO synchronizer of capacity 8 (8 slots), with a data item of width 8 (data bus with 8).

- **Measured parameters, depends at implementation technology:**
  These parameters were measured with incremental simulation, thus simulations were run with various incremental values of the measured parameter until a fault appears, then the maximum parameter is determined.

  o **Handshaking delay from the synchronous domain side:**
    Handshaking delay is defined as the delay needed to repeat the handshaking protocol, thus the delay form request rising till acknowledge falling. This period of time depends on the asynchronous controllers design and directly on the critical path on these controllers as shown in the relevant section above. As simulated at VirSim, that maximum handshaking delay is: 4.8ns.

  o **Maximum clock frequency from the synchronous domain side:**
    The system functions reliably up to the local clock frequency of 1.23GHz (according to VirSim simulation) - the maximum clock rate is limited by the ring oscillator, not the plausible clocking control, because if the clock controls (enable in our case) has late rising or late enable, the ring counter will stay disabled until the enable is raised, it case it has late falling or late disable, the counter value will increased, but the output valid will be false, waiting to the correct data.

- **Architectural parameters:**
  These parameters have nothing to do with the technology process or the implementation; they depend on the basic design of the system.
  A comparison with general asynchronous FIFO synchronizer is shown beneath.

  o **Data latency from input to output:**
    In order to analyze the data throughput, depending on the amount of data in OOO/FIFO slots, two cases should be analyzed:
    - **Amount of data is less or even than "almost full":**
      Each input data accompanied with writing request from the asynchronous domain, the writing request must be synchronized, 2-flops synchronizer is used with latency of 2..3 cycles, for n-flops synchronizer we have n..n+1 cycles latency.
      When the writing request is synchronized, the latched data is declared as valid at the synchronous domain, the latched data has 0 cycles to be passed out (the output mux, combinatorial logic).
    - **Conclusion:** OOO synchronizer has n..n+1 input to output latency for the n-flops synchronizer implementation.
    - **FIFO comparison:** the FIFO synchronizer has the same latency with the n-flops synchronizer implementation.
    - **Amount of data is more than "almost full":**
      When all slots are full we must wait to catch an empty one for our data, the same scenario happened at FIFO synchronizer,
this may harm the data latency.

**Conclusion:** latency can’t be determined in this case.

**FIFO comparison:** FIFO synchronizer acts the same.

- **Output data throughput:**
  In order to analyze the data throughput, depending on the amount of data in OOO/FIFO slots, two cases should be analyzed:
  - At the OOO synchronizer, at “almost empty” region we shouldn’t wait for the first synchronizer to complete synchronization, we may proceed with the next data, so the throughput is equal to the input rate.
  
  **Conclusion:** OOO synchronizer has throughput which is equals to the input data rate.

  **FIFO comparison:** At “almost empty” region, the FIFO throughput is \( n \cdot n + 1 \) cycles (for \( n \)-flops synchronizer) because the reading pointer won’t proceed until the pointer is synchronized and compared to the current pointer.

  When we have an input data rate of 1 input data/1 cycle or slower rate, the output rate will 1 output data/\( n \cdot n + 1 \) cycles for the FIFO synchronizer, but it will be equal to the input data rate at the OOO synchronizer.

  - Amount of data is more or even than “almost empty”:
    the throughput in this case is 1, because the data is ready and latched for the synchronous domain use, each read takes one cycle.

     **Conclusion:** OOO synchronizer has throughput of 1 each cycle, when the amount of the latched data is more or even than “almost empty”.

  **FIFO comparison:** FIFO synchronizer acts the same.

- **Input data limitation:**
  In order to analyze the data throughput, depending on the amount of data in OOO/FIFO slots, two cases should be analyzed:
  - Amount of data is less or even than "almost full":
    At both OOO & FIFO, no limitation at input data rate because we have empty slots to fill.

  - Amount of data is more than "almost full":
    Both OOO and FIFO wait to have empty slot, OOO send writing acknowledge to indicate that the data in the latch may be rewritten, FIFO compares the current writing pointer to the reading pointer to detect if there’s any empty slot, thus the input data rate will be limited to 1 data/1 cycle.
Area comparison OOO and FIFO architectures:
Area results need synthesizes of the full design and are depending on the logic size, so I prefer to make block by block comparison between FIFO and OOO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n slots*m bits input bus FIFO</th>
<th>n slots*m bits input bus OOO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n*m wide latching elements</td>
<td>n*m wide FIFO memory elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n brute-force synchronizers</td>
<td>n brute-force synchronizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-bits wide cyclic one-hot counter</td>
<td>n-bits wide writing pointer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-buses (of m-bits) wide output mux</td>
<td>n-buses (of m-bits) wide output mux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*n two inputs AND gates</td>
<td>2 n-bit comparators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 n-input OR gate</td>
<td>n-buses (of m-bits) wide input mux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n asynchronous controllers</td>
<td>n-bits wide reading pointer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 18: OOO/FIFO Area comparison

At the table 17 above, blocks at the left column are almost equal to the blocks at the right column, except of the asynchronous controllers which may be different. We may conclude that FIFO & OOO have areas from the same order.

When the OOO synchronizer is better than FIFO?
The main difference between the two architectures is that the FIFO synchronizer synchronizes the reading pointer, but the OOO synchronizes the requests.
At “almost empty” region, the FIFO throughput is n.n+1 cycles (for n-flops synchronizer) because the reading pointer won’t proceed until the pointer is synchronized and compared to the current pointer.
At the OOO synchronize, at “almost empty” region we shouldn’t wait for the first synchronizer to complete synchronization, we may proceed with the next data, so the throughput is equal to the input rate. (We still have n.n+1 latency)
When we have an input data rate of 1 input data/1 cycle or slower rate, the output rate will be 1 output data/n.n+1 cycles for the FIFO synchronizer, but it will be equal to the input data rate at the OOO synchronizer.
At “almost full” region both OOO and FIFO has a data at slots to commit each cycle.
Regarding input data rate limitation, both OOO and FIFO wait to have empty slot, OOO send writing acknowledge to indicate that the data in the latch may be rewritten, FIFO compares the current writing pointer to the reading pointer to detect if there’s any empty slot, thus the input data rate will be limited to 1 data/1 cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handshake delay (request rise to acknowledge fall)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>nsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum frequency</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>GHZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data latency</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data throughput</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 19: Results
5. Conclusions and further work

This paper has presented a new low-latency/high-throughput out-of-order synchronizer design which interfaces between asynchronous and synchronous subsystems.

The design is based on the idea of token passing, only the request asynchronous signal is synchronized. The control token shouldn’t wait to complete the request synchronization before passing to the next controller, the input data is latched and then control token is passed to the next controller (cyclic mode).

In order to prove its feasibility, we constructed a simulation bed consisting of test-bench with asynchronous and synchronous modules, connected to the out-of-order synchronizer, all implemented on 0.35u CSX 3.3v CMOS technology and simulated with Synopsys VirSim® VHDL Simulator.

The resulting system functions reliably up handshaking data rate of xxx at the asynchronous domain it’s limited by the controllers inner implementation (Petrify) and clock frequency of 220MHz at synchronous domain, the maximum clock rate is limited by the ring counter.

The system has the same architectural parameters as the FIFO synchronization system besides the high synchronization parallelism which keeps low writing latency by preventing deadlock on full slots system.

In the future, the asynchronous controllers may be optimized in order to gain low input interface handshaking delay, for large slots number, a wide input or gates shown on the design, they may be implemented with static CMOS logic by nor/nand tree, or with dynamic logic domino gates.

The output mux width also depends on the slots number, so we should thinks of another implementation in place the one-hot passgate mux, like a fully CMOS static mux.
6. Appendix

6.1. Asynchronous Design Flow

- The STG design was written into .g files (ac0.g and aci.g) as petrify inputs.
- Drawn to .ps files (ac0.g.ps and aci.g.ps) with draw_astg:
  ```
  >draw_astg ac0.g > ac0.g.ps
  >draw_astg aci.g > aci.g.ps
  ```

Figure 37: ac0.g/ac0.g.ps

Figure 38: aci.g/aci.g.ps
Run petrify with the previous .g files and the specified library, you may add the following lines to your ~/.aliases:

```
setenv petlib <YOUR.Cells.LIBRARY>.lib
alias petri 'petrify \!^[^g -o \!^[o -equ \!^[eqn -rsl1 -vl \!^[v -lib $petlib -nmap 100 -tm10 -tm_ratiol'
```

then run petrify from terminal

```
>petri ac0
>petri aci
```

the following files will be generated:

```
ac0.o, aci.o, ac0.equ, aci.equ, ac0.v, aci.v
```

run draw_astg for the previous .o files:

```
>draw_astg ac0.o > ac0.o.ps
>draw_astg aci.o > aci.o.ps
```

---

6.2. Synchronous Design Flow
• Now, we have VERILOG module for the controllers, **v2vhdl** script is used in order to translate them into VHDL:
  `v2vhdl ac0.v > ac0.vhd`
  `v2vhdl aci.v > aci.vhd`

• Compile the CSX_HRDLIB library:
  This library is not compiled at the latest release of Synopsys at the VLSI lab, so we compile it separately.
  ```
  mkdir src/lib/lib/FTSM
  cp /hj/ams340/AMS_3.40_CDS/vital/csx/csx_HRDLIB_* src
  echo "csx_HRDLIB_FTSM: ./lib/FTSM" > synopsys_vss_setup
  synopsys_vss_setup
  >vhdlan -noevent -nc -work csx_HRDLIB_FTSM src/csx_HRDLIB_Vtables.vhd
  >vhdlan -noevent -nc -work csx_HRDLIB_FTSM src/csx_HRDLIB_Vcomponents.vhd
  >vhdlan -noevent -nc -work csx_HRDLIB_FTSM src/csx_HRDLIB_VITAL.vhd
  ```

• **Compile the system’s components:**
  ```
  >vhdlan -nc -noevent def.vhd
  >vhdlan -nc -noevent buf.vhd
  >vhdlan -nc -noevent lch.vhd
  >vhdlan -nc -noevent nff.vhd
  >vhdlan -nc -noevent ac0.vhd
  >vhdlan -nc -noevent aci.vhd
  >vhdlan -nc -noevent ooo.vhd
  >vhdlan -nc -noevent syn.vhd
  >vhdlan -nc -noevent tbn.vhd
  >vhdlan -nc -noevent chk.vhd
  ```

• Use **Design Analyzer (da)** for creating SDF (Standard Delay Format) files:
  `da& File→Read`

![Synopsys Design Analyzer](image)

**Figure 39: file→read**
Choose ac0.vhd ➔ Press OK

Figure 40: choose file

Setup ➔ Command Window

Figure 41: Command window

- At command window type:
  
  Set dont-touch on all the components.

  ```
  set_dont_touch find(cell, {*U*})
  ```

  Write out the sdf file.

  ```
  write_timing -format sdf-v2.1 -context vhdl -output ac0.sdf
  ```

Figure 42: set_dont_touch
• Same operation to aci.vhd

• Simulation with SDF (Standard Delay Format):
  **Run Scirocco:**
  ```
  >scs -ccpath /usr/local/bin/gcc -exe /tmp/scsim$% chk_cfg
  >scirocco +sim=/tmp/scsim$% +simargs="-debug_all -sdf"
  /CHK/SYN0/SYNSLIC(0)/SLI/AC10:aci.sdf -sdf
  /CHK/SYN0/SYNSLIC(1)/SLI/AC10:aci.sdf -sdf
  /CHK/SYN0/SYNSLIC(2)/SLI/AC10:aci.sdf -sdf
  /CHK/SYN0/SYNSLIC(3)/SLI/AC10:aci.sdf -sdf
  /CHK/SYN0/SYNSLIC(4)/SLI/AC10:aci.sdf -sdf
  /CHK/SYN0/SYNSLIC(5)/SLI/AC10:aci.sdf -sdf
  /CHK/SYN0/SYNSLIC(6)/SLI/AC10:aci.sdf -sdf
  /CHK/SYN0/SYNSLIC(7)/SLI/AC10:aci.sdf" > &
  /tmp/scirocco$%.log &
  ```
  At VirSim main window:
  Window→Hierarchy
  Window→Wave
  Window→Source

  ![Figure 43: Window→Hierarchy, Wave, Source](image)

• At Source window:
  Press the left upper icon, then press “All Group”.
  Press the right yellow arrow.

  ![Figure 44: All Group](image)

  The RTL source code will be shown at “Source” window.
  At Hierarchy window:
  Click the top cell “CHK”, click on any signal you want to trace then push
  “Add” button.
Figure 45: Choose trace signals
These signals will be added to the Wave Window

- To run the simulator go to the main window, at "Step Time" box, put the time period, then push "OK"

Figure 46: Step Time & Run
The simulation waveform result will be shown at the Wave window.

Figure 47: Waveform
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